Abstract: Armors and military grade personal protection equipment (PPE) materials to date are bulky and are not designed to effectively mitigate blast impacts. In the current work, a human skin-like castable simulant material was developed and its blast mitigation characteristics (in terms of induced stress reduction at the bone and muscles) were characterized in the presence of composite reinforcements. The reinforcement employed was Kevlar 129 (commonly used in advanced combat helmets), which was embedded within the novel skin simulant material as the matrix and used to cover a representative extremity based human skin, muscle and bone section finite element (FE) model. The composite variations tested were continuous and short-fiber types, lay-ups (0/0, 90/0, and 45/45 orientations) and different fiber volume fractions. From the analyses, the 0/0 continuous fiber lay-up with a fiber volume fraction close to 0.1 (or 10%) was found to reduce the blast-induced dynamic stresses at the bone and muscle sections by 78% and 70% respectively. These findings indicate that this novel skin simulant material with Kevlar 129 reinforcement, with further experimental testing, may present future opportunities in blast resistant armor padding designing.
Introduction
Blasts have been a major cause of traumatic injuries among soldiers involved in armed combats in politically disturbed areas such as Iraq and Afghanistan [1] . Besides mild traumatic brain injury (TBI), severe whole-body injuries are often reported, which could be mainly attributed to poorly designed armors and military grade personal protection equipment (PPE). To date, realistic experimental modeling has been a challenge due to difficulty in simulating blasts and ethical issues associated with animal and human testing. This has led to extensive computational efforts into investigation of ballistic and blast-induced mitigation [2, 3] effects of armors, specifically helmet materials including composite based paddings. An axisymmetric numerical model of the head and helmet was developed by Khalil et al. [4] to study the helmet's load response for a short duration ballistic impact. Several studies were conducted by Hoof et al. [5, 6] on the impact of ballistic loading on the personnel armor system for ground troops (PASGT) helmet, which indicated that ballistic impacts mainly caused localized effects at the impact area, with minimal effects on the rest of the helmet. Impact of a high velocity ballistic studied by Baumgartner et al. [7] revealed a risk of skull fracture due to helmet back force deformation (BFD). Aare et al. [8] investigated how helmet shell stiffness and impact direction influences head injury, and found that to avoid injury, the shell deflection should not be more than the initial distance between the head and the helmet. Lee et al. [9] studied the effect of varying helmet cushioning on ballistic head impacts. It was concluded that the helmets with all types of cushions protect well other requirements of such materials include light weight, tailorability, and flexibility [27] . Based on the recent developments on human tissue simulants [29] [30] [31] [32] , a novel skin simulant material was developed and recreated within a FE model. Kevlar 129 fibers (typically used in combat helmets) were embedded into the novel skin simulant (as the matrix material) numerically to simulate a two-layer composite covering. This composite covering was used to protect a representative extremity-based skin, muscle and bone section FE model. The blast mitigation effectivity of the two-layer composite covering was evaluated for varying reinforcement types, lay-ups, and fiber volume fractions. Section 2 discusses the material fabrication and testing, and the FE model development. Section 3 will discuss the results, followed by the conclusions in Section 4.
Materials and Methods
A representative extremity based computational model of the skin, muscle and bone section was developed, and covered with two layers of a composite material (made of Kevlar 129 embedded within a novel elastomer-based skin simulant matrix material). Figure 1 shows the section of a hand glove, which could possibly be reinforced with the two composite covering layers to protect the underlying skin, muscle and bone sections from blasts. The various dimensions used to model each of the sections are presented in Figure 1 . Also, it should be mentioned that a curved model was selected because none of the human body parts are flat, and have a certain amount of curvature everywhere [33] . This curvature has been found to have an effect on blast loading [34] . The following sections discuss the fabrication and testing of the skin simulant material, material characterization, geometrical model, meshing, the loads and boundary conditions used in the FE analyses. other requirements of such materials include light weight, tailorability, and flexibility [27] . Based on the recent developments on human tissue simulants [29] [30] [31] [32] , a novel skin simulant material was developed and recreated within a FE model. Kevlar 129 fibers (typically used in combat helmets) were embedded into the novel skin simulant (as the matrix material) numerically to simulate a twolayer composite covering. This composite covering was used to protect a representative extremitybased skin, muscle and bone section FE model. The blast mitigation effectivity of the two-layer composite covering was evaluated for varying reinforcement types, lay-ups, and fiber volume fractions. Section 2 discusses the material fabrication and testing, and the FE model development. Section 3 will discuss the results, followed by the conclusions in Section 4.
A representative extremity based computational model of the skin, muscle and bone section was developed, and covered with two layers of a composite material (made of Kevlar 129 embedded within a novel elastomer-based skin simulant matrix material). Figure 1 shows the section of a hand glove, which could possibly be reinforced with the two composite covering layers to protect the underlying skin, muscle and bone sections from blasts. The various dimensions used to model each of the sections are presented in Figure 1 . Also, it should be mentioned that a curved model was selected because none of the human body parts are flat, and have a certain amount of curvature everywhere [33] . This curvature has been found to have an effect on blast loading [34] . The following sections discuss the fabrication and testing of the skin simulant material, material characterization, geometrical model, meshing, the loads and boundary conditions used in the FE analyses. 
Fabrication and Testing of Skin Simulant Material
A two-part soft elastomer material (shore hardness 30 A) from Smooth-On Inc. (Macungie, PA, USA) was mixed in 1:1 weight ratio. 20 test specimens were generated, each of which were clamped onto a uniaxial tensile testing machine (from MTS Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). Each test specimen had a 35 mm length, 9 mm width and 2.5 mm thickness after clamping (See Figure 2) , and a test rate of 0.4 mm/s was selected for all the tests, based on literature [35] . The average stress versus stretch response obtained from the tensile tests (see Figure 3) were found to lie within the bounds of the human skin mechanical properties [35] . 
A two-part soft elastomer material (shore hardness 30 A) from Smooth-On Inc. (Macungie, PA, USA) was mixed in 1:1 weight ratio. 20 test specimens were generated, each of which were clamped onto a uniaxial tensile testing machine (from MTS Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). Each test specimen had a 35 mm length, 9 mm width and 2.5 mm thickness after clamping (See Figure 2) , and a test rate of 0.4 mm/s was selected for all the tests, based on literature [35] . The average stress versus stretch response obtained from the tensile tests (see Figure 3 ) were found to lie within the bounds of the human skin mechanical properties [35] . Stress versus stretch response of the skin simulant matrix material, lying within the bounds of the human skin mechanical properties reported in literature [35] .
The novel skin simulant material was developed for the matrix material of the composite coverings because it is as flexible as the human skin, and thus can stretch with the movement of the body location where the reinforced armor is placed, without any discomfort [36] . Also, this elastomer material can be casted in any shape or size. Thereby, depending on the shape and curvature of the body location, subject-specific armor designs can be made. Additionally, the skin simulant material is light weight with an estimated density of 0.00091 g/mm 3 . The following section discusses the characterization methodology of this skin simulant matrix material, which allowed us to use it further The novel skin simulant material was developed for the matrix material of the composite coverings because it is as flexible as the human skin, and thus can stretch with the movement of the body location where the reinforced armor is placed, without any discomfort [36] . Also, this elastomer material can be casted in any shape or size. Thereby, depending on the shape and curvature of the body location, subject-specific armor designs can be made. Additionally, the skin simulant material is light weight with an estimated density of 0.00091 g/mm 3 . The following section discusses the characterization methodology of this skin simulant matrix material, which allowed us to use it further The novel skin simulant material was developed for the matrix material of the composite coverings because it is as flexible as the human skin, and thus can stretch with the movement of the body location where the reinforced armor is placed, without any discomfort [36] . Also, this elastomer material can be casted in any shape or size. Thereby, depending on the shape and curvature of the body location, subject-specific armor designs can be made. Additionally, the skin simulant material is light weight with an estimated density of 0.00091 g/mm 3 . The following section discusses the characterization methodology of this skin simulant matrix material, which allowed us to use it further in the computational study.
Linear and Non-Linear Material Models Used in Computational Study
Elastomers are soft materials, which have non-linear mechanical behavior under tensile loads [37] . Hyperelastic curve-fit formulations such as the Fung model, Mooney-Rivlin's model, and Yeoh's model are used often to characterize the load response of soft materials [38] [39] [40] [41] . Hyperelastic constitutive equations are based on the definition of the material specific strain-energy density functions (symbolically written as ψ) [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The strain energy density function typically depends on the principal stretches (λ i , i = 1, 2 and 3) along the Cartesian coordinate axes, or the invariants (I i , i = 1, 2 and 3) of the Cauchy-green tensor, which are the functions of the principal stretches (see Equation (1)). In the current study, the Yeoh's model was used to characterize the non-linear behavior of the soft matrix material. The Yeoh's strain energy density function is given by Equation (2) .
Equation (3) presents the relation between the stress, stretch and the strain energy density function, for a uniaxial mechanical test. Solving simultaneously for Equations (2) and (3), the stress versus stretch relationship is given by Equation (4). The stress versus stretch data obtained for the skin simulant (used as the matrix material) in the previous section was characterized using Equation (4) . The various curve fit parameters c 10 , c 20 and c 30 were estimated (Table 1) . It should be mentioned here that the strength of blast loading (or strain rates) may significantly affect tissue or tissue simulant properties. This effect has not been considered in the present study, which may change the results to some extent. This should be acknowledged as a limitation of this work.
The elasticity modulus of Kevlar 129 fiber material [49, 50] , human skin, muscle, and bone were obtained from recent literature [31, 47, 48, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , and are listed in Table 1 . The composite material changes due to varying fiber volume fractions [57] have been modeled within the FE system, using different fiber cross-sections and lengths, and not by modifying the global material property of the composite using the rule of mixtures. 
Geometrical Model
The human skin comprises of three layers namely the epidermis, dermis and the hypodermis, with an overall thickness of 1 to 4 mm [58] . The muscle layer is widely varying in thickness ranging from almost zero (in areas such as the skull) to 3 cm and above (in thighs and biceps) [59] [60] [61] . In our current work, a 2 mm section of the bone was modeled, followed by a 3 mm muscle and 3 mm skin layers. All these layers were modeled in FE software ANSYS APDL (17.1, Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA), using the bottom-up approach, starting with key points, followed by creation of splines, areas and volumes. The slight curvature to the model was given to realistically model a section of the human body, which is typically curved and not flat. Additionally, all the adjacent layers were made to share a common surface, so that loads can transfer from one section to another in the FE analyses.
Computational models of two-layer composite coverings (made of Kevlar 129 fibers, embedded within an elastomer-based skin simulant matrix material) was used to cover the skin, muscle and bone section layers against the blast loading. Figure 4 shows the geometrical models with continuous fiber based composite lay-ups namely 0-0, 90-0, and 45-45 orientations. The models with the 45-45 lay-up orientations (see Figures 4 and 5) were modeled as cubical section unlike the other models which are cuboidal in shape. This was done to simplify the fiber lay-up for the 45-45 orientation and make it symmetric. However, it should be mentioned that this slight difference in the model geometry was assumed to have a minimal effect on the results, due to the type of constraint and load application methodology adopted for the analyses (discussed in the upcoming sections). Also, it should be added that the composite configurations tested in this work are just the fundamental composite configurations tested numerically for better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the proposed novel composite layers under blast loading. The experimental composite configurations provided by aramid manufacturers may be widely different, which will be tested in future studies using shock tubes.
was assumed to have a minimal effect on the results, due to the type of constraint and load application methodology adopted for the analyses (discussed in the upcoming sections). Also, it should be added that the composite configurations tested in this work are just the fundamental composite configurations tested numerically for better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the proposed novel composite layers under blast loading. The experimental composite configurations provided by aramid manufacturers may be widely different, which will be tested in future studies using shock tubes. Short fiber composite materials typically have a length as 100 times the fiber outer diameter [57] . Since most of the fibers are thinner than the human, short fibers may look like powder to the naked eye. Also, it is very difficult to align short fibers in a certain orientation, but may be achievable with advanced manufacturing techniques [62] . In the current work, for simplification of the geometry and to also investigate orientation effects, short fiber-based composite covering layers with 0-0, 90-0, 45-45 lay-ups were modeled (see Figure 5 ). Short fiber composite materials typically have a length as 100 times the fiber outer diameter [57] . Since most of the fibers are thinner than the human, short fibers may look like powder to the naked eye. Also, it is very difficult to align short fibers in a certain orientation, but may be achievable with advanced manufacturing techniques [62] . In the current work, for simplification of the geometry and to also investigate orientation effects, short fiber-based composite covering layers with 0-0, 90-0, 45-45 lay-ups were modeled (see Figure 5 ). In both the composite covering layers, the matrix was modeled first, followed by the fibers (which are also curved). The fibers were perfectly bonded with the matrix using the overlap operation in ANSYS APDL. A square cross-section was chosen for the fibers over a circular cross-section, because it helps in better control of the number of mesh elements, and the mesh size [56] during the FE analyses. Also, the spacing between the adjacent fibers were kept same throughout.
Finite Element Modeling
In the current work, the fibers were meshed first, followed by the composite skin simulant matrix material, skin, muscle, and the bone sections [56, [63] [64] [65] . Figure 6 captures the meshes of the various sections from a 90-0 continuous lay-up case. The integrated mesh is also shown in Figure 6 .
The fibers were meshed using mapped brick mesh and with sizing controls such that for the cross-section, all the four edges have just one element division [56] . This smart meshing technique helped us to obtain a reasonable number of mesh elements for the fibers. The two composite skin simulant matrix layers were meshed next with a free tetrahedral type mesh. The skin, muscle, and the bone sections were meshed using sweep mesh, starting at the common surface shared between the second composite layer (meshed with tetrahedral elements) and the skin layer. A higher order 3D 20-node Solid 186-type quadratic tetrahedral element was chosen for the volume meshes. This robust element type was selected as it is used widely in the industry and supports large deflection, creep, large strains, hyperelasticity, plasticity, and stress stiffening [66] .
In the computational model in Figure 6 , X and Z axes were selected along and orthogonal to the In both the composite covering layers, the matrix was modeled first, followed by the fibers (which are also curved). The fibers were perfectly bonded with the matrix using the overlap operation in ANSYS APDL. A square cross-section was chosen for the fibers over a circular cross-section, because it helps in better control of the number of mesh elements, and the mesh size [56] during the FE analyses. Also, the spacing between the adjacent fibers were kept same throughout.
In the computational model in Figure 6 , X and Z axes were selected along and orthogonal to the direction of fibers respectively, and Y axis was along the depth of the layers. For each layer, flexible boundary conditions were placed on the four sides, including constraining of translation along the Y axis (to allow the blast load to effectively transmit through the different layers similar to in case of pure bending of rectangular plates [57] ). The translation along the X and Z axes were not constrained to allow interaction of the unit cell like computational section model with the adjacent similar sections through shear deformation. The rotations were constrained along all axes, simulating a rigid and high inertia skin-muscle-bone section with well fastened protective composite layers. It should be mentioned here that if the boundary conditions associated with the edges of the studied unit cell were modified (such as if they were deformable in all directions), the stress distribution results may significantly change as observed previously by Chanda et al. [34] . Therefore, the results from this analysis should not be extrapolated beyond the modeled boundary conditions. The bottom of the bone section (which was modeled as a small representative part of the entire bone underneath) was constrained in all degrees of freedom to simulate its strong attachment with underlying bone tissue. Flexible contact pairs were defined to the capture the attachments of the different layers. For the contact pair, a normal penalty stiffness of 1, penetration tolerance of 0.1, and a contact algorithm based on augmented Lagrangian method was selected. The contact surfaces were considered as fully bonded with null initial penetration and surface offset. An automatic contact adjustment for gap closure and penetration reduction was adopted for the analyses. bonded with null initial penetration and surface offset. An automatic contact adjustment for gap closure and penetration reduction was adopted for the analyses. A time varying Friedlander type blast loading was applied on the top surface of the composite covering layer with the load steps listed in Table 2 , using a dynamic analysis in ANSYS APDL [34] . The induced von Mises stresses in different layers were quantified. A time varying Friedlander type blast loading was applied on the top surface of the composite covering layer with the load steps listed in Table 2 , using a dynamic analysis in ANSYS APDL [34] . The induced von Mises stresses in different layers were quantified. 
Results and Discussion
In a primary blast impact, bone fracture and muscle rupture are the most commonly observed phenomena, mainly during the peak blast pressure [67] [68] [69] . Thereby, the stresses at the bone and muscle sections were estimated for the unprotected bone, muscle and skin model in the following section. The blast-induced bone and muscle stresses due to the composite protection covering with varying fiber length (continuous and short fiber) and lay-ups (0-0, 90-0, and 45-45 orientations) have also quantified. Figure 7a shows the mesh of the unprotected cubical model. Very high peak stresses were observed at the center of the bone section (Figure 7b) . The muscle being a soft tissue, the stresses were observed to have a much more uniform distribution than in the bone section (Figure 7c) . Additionally, the peak stress values observed were consistent with the peak stresses observed on the bone and muscle sections due to blast loading in previous work by Chanda et al. [34] . It should be mentioned here that some high stresses were observed at the edges due to the choice of constraints in the FE model (discussed in the previous section). 
Blast Stresses in Unprotected Bone, Muscle and Skin Section Model

Blast-Induced Bone Stresses with Protective Composite Covering Variants
The resultant peak blast stresses developed at the bone section were evaluated for the six composite covering variants, namely the 0-0 short fiber type, 90-0 short fiber type, 45-45 short fiber type, 0-0 continuous fiber type, 90-0 continuous fiber type, and 45-45 continuous fiber type (presented in Figure 8 ). The continuous fiber based composite coverings were found to possess better blast mitigation characteristics compared to the short fiber based composite coverings. This observation is 
The resultant peak blast stresses developed at the bone section were evaluated for the six composite covering variants, namely the 0-0 short fiber type, 90-0 short fiber type, 45-45 short fiber type, 0-0 continuous fiber type, 90-0 continuous fiber type, and 45-45 continuous fiber type (presented in Figure 8 ). The continuous fiber based composite coverings were found to possess better blast mitigation characteristics compared to the short fiber based composite coverings. This observation is expected, as a higher degree of blast induced stress reduction is likely due to a higher volume fraction of fibers present within the continuous fiber based composite coverings. Also, there may be a slight effect of the boundary conditions selected for this study, where the continuous fibers are all constrained at both ends along the Y axis, compared to the few short fibers (which are constrained mostly at one end along the Y axis).
(c) Figure 7 . (a) Bone, muscle and skin section unprotected model (without composite coverings), Stresses generated at peak blast pressure at the (b) Bone section, and (c) Muscle section.
The resultant peak blast stresses developed at the bone section were evaluated for the six composite covering variants, namely the 0-0 short fiber type, 90-0 short fiber type, 45-45 short fiber type, 0-0 continuous fiber type, 90-0 continuous fiber type, and 45-45 continuous fiber type (presented in Figure 8 ). The continuous fiber based composite coverings were found to possess better blast mitigation characteristics compared to the short fiber based composite coverings. This observation is expected, as a higher degree of blast induced stress reduction is likely due to a higher volume fraction of fibers present within the continuous fiber based composite coverings. Also, there may be a slight effect of the boundary conditions selected for this study, where the continuous fibers are all constrained at both ends along the Y axis, compared to the few short fibers (which are constrained mostly at one end along the Y axis). The induced dynamic time varying von Mises stresses at the bone section (averaged across 10 elements at the center area) generated due to the Friedlander blast loading, in presence of the different protective composite covering variants are captured in Figure 9 . Among the three continuous fiber based composite coverings, the 0-0 continuous variant was found to be most effective in minimizing the resultant blast stresses at the bone section, both at the peak (seen in Figure 8 ) and negative blast phases. The 90-0 was found to be the second best, followed by the 45-45 orientation composite The induced dynamic time varying von Mises stresses at the bone section (averaged across 10 elements at the center area) generated due to the Friedlander blast loading, in presence of the different protective composite covering variants are captured in Figure 9 . Among the three continuous fiber based composite coverings, the 0-0 continuous variant was found to be most effective in minimizing the resultant blast stresses at the bone section, both at the peak (seen in Figure 8 ) and negative blast phases. The 90-0 was found to be the second best, followed by the 45-45 orientation composite covering type for blast mitigation. This finding can be mainly explained with the differences in fiber volume fraction of each configuration, as the loading in all cases is orthogonal to the fiber directions in the composite coverings. In the 0-0 continuous variant, due to the cuboidal shape of the computational model, the length of fibers along the Z direction (0 • ) are longer than the fibers along the X direction (90 • ) in the 90-0 continuous variant. This possibly led to a slightly higher induced peak bone stresses in the 90-0 continuous variant. The shortest fiber lengths are in the 45-45 continuous variant (which is cubical in shape), which may have led to significantly higher induced peak stresses at the bone due to a low fiber volume fraction within the protective composite layers.
Among the short fiber composite cover variants, the 90-0 type led to the most significant blast mitigation, followed by the 0-0 type and 45-45 orientations. This observation is also likely due to the relative fiber volume fractions of the short fibers within the cuboidal 0-0 and 90-0 short fiber composite configurations, and the cubical 45-45 short fiber composite configuration.
The degree of average blast stress mitigation at the bone section was estimated quantitatively for the 0-0 continuous fiber-based composite covering variant, by comparing it with the unprotected model (discussed in previous section). A significant average blast stress reduction of 78% was observed with the covered model over the unprotected model. Additionally, the peak displacements were also estimated (Table 3) , which exhibited a similar trend to the peak stresses. 
Blast-Induced Muscle Stresses with Composite Covering Variants
The stress field developed at the muscle section was evaluated for the peak blast pressure in presence of the different composite covering variants (Figure 10 ). The 0-0 continuous composite covering variant was found to cause the development of the least stresses at the center of the muscle section compared to the other composite coverings. Also, in the 0-0 continuous fiber composite layer case, the stress distribution was observed to be uniform. The specific explanation for this finding is the difference in fiber volume fraction in the composite variants, partly due to the geometrical Figure 9 . Comparison of the resultant dynamic bone section (averaged across 10 elements at the center area) stresses for different composite covering variants.
The stress field developed at the muscle section was evaluated for the peak blast pressure in presence of the different composite covering variants (Figure 10 ). The 0-0 continuous composite covering variant was found to cause the development of the least stresses at the center of the muscle section compared to the other composite coverings. Also, in the 0-0 continuous fiber composite layer case, the stress distribution was observed to be uniform. The specific explanation for this finding is the difference in fiber volume fraction in the composite variants, partly due to the geometrical modeling in the current work (discussed in the previous section with respect to induced bone stresses). 
The stress field developed at the muscle section was evaluated for the peak blast pressure in presence of the different composite covering variants (Figure 10 ). The 0-0 continuous composite covering variant was found to cause the development of the least stresses at the center of the muscle section compared to the other composite coverings. Also, in the 0-0 continuous fiber composite layer case, the stress distribution was observed to be uniform. The specific explanation for this finding is the difference in fiber volume fraction in the composite variants, partly due to the geometrical modeling in the current work (discussed in the previous section with respect to induced bone stresses). The resulting time varying blast-induced stresses were estimated at the muscle section for the different composite covering variants (see Figure 11) . Overall, the muscle stresses were found to be lower than the bone stresses. Similar to the case of bone section, in the muscle section, the continuous composite covering types were much better in reducing the blast-induced stresses than the short fiber types. For the continuous composite covering types, the 0-0 layup had the best blast mitigation effect, followed by the 90-0 and the 45-45. These findings can be explained in a similar way to the discussion in the previous section with respect to the differences in fiber volume fractions within the The resulting time varying blast-induced stresses were estimated at the muscle section for the different composite covering variants (see Figure 11) . Overall, the muscle stresses were found to be lower than the bone stresses. Similar to the case of bone section, in the muscle section, the continuous composite covering types were much better in reducing the blast-induced stresses than the short fiber types. For the continuous composite covering types, the 0-0 layup had the best blast mitigation effect, followed by the 90-0 and the 45-45. These findings can be explained in a similar way to the discussion in the previous section with respect to the differences in fiber volume fractions within the computational models of the composite coverings. For the short fiber composite covering variants, the 0-0 and 90-0 lay-ups were found to cause a similar blast stress reduction at the muscle section. The reason for the similar blast reducing effect of these two variants are not clearly known. One possible explanation may be the combined effect of the fiber volume fraction differences, geometric similarities, and high cushioning effect of the muscles (compared to bones). The 45-45 short fiber lay-up case was found to most poorly absorb blast stresses (due to similar reason discussed with respect to the bones in the previous section). The percentage of average blast-induced stress reduction at the muscle section due to the 0-0 continuous composite covering case was estimated to be 70% approximately. Also, the peak muscle displacements estimated are listed in Table 3 , which exhibited no outstanding trends from the peak stresses. 
Effect of Fiber Volume Fraction on Blast Absorption in 0-0 Continuous Composite Covering
The 0-0 continuous type composite covering, which was found to possess the most effective blast mitigation characteristics, was investigated further to understand the effect of varying fiber volume 
The 0-0 continuous type composite covering, which was found to possess the most effective blast mitigation characteristics, was investigated further to understand the effect of varying fiber volume fraction. Three fiber volume fractions namely 0.005 (or 0.5%), 0.01 (or 10%) and 0.50 (or 50%) were simulated using pre-calculated fiber cross-sectional sizes as shown in Figure 12 . Time varying blast loading was applied on the topmost surface of the protective composite covering layer. The resulting bone stresses due to the peak blast pressure were estimated numerically ( Figure 13 ). An increase in the fiber volume fraction was found to reduce the bone stresses significantly going up from 0 to 0.5 fiber volume fraction (or 50% fibers). The stress distribution however showed a consistent pattern. This finding not only quantifies the magnitude of the effect of fiber volume fraction variation on the induced blast stress reduction, but also validates the explanation of the differences observed in blast induced stresses with different configurations of protective composite coverings (with slightly varying fiber volume fractions). The resulting bone stresses due to the peak blast pressure were estimated numerically ( Figure 13 ). An increase in the fiber volume fraction was found to reduce the bone stresses significantly going up from 0 to 0.5 fiber volume fraction (or 50% fibers). The stress distribution however showed a consistent pattern. This finding not only quantifies the magnitude of the effect of fiber volume fraction variation on the induced blast stress reduction, but also validates the explanation of the differences observed in blast induced stresses with different configurations of protective composite coverings (with slightly varying fiber volume fractions).
(c) Figure 12 . Three fiber volume fraction (or percentage) cases simulated for the composite layers to evaluate its effect on blast mitigation. (a) 0.5% fibers; (b) 10% fibers; (c) 50% fibers.
The resulting bone stresses due to the peak blast pressure were estimated numerically ( Figure 13 ). An increase in the fiber volume fraction was found to reduce the bone stresses significantly going up from 0 to 0.5 fiber volume fraction (or 50% fibers). The stress distribution however showed a consistent pattern. This finding not only quantifies the magnitude of the effect of fiber volume fraction variation on the induced blast stress reduction, but also validates the explanation of the differences observed in blast induced stresses with different configurations of protective composite coverings (with slightly varying fiber volume fractions). Peak stresses at the bone section were quantified at the peak blast pressure, with varying fiber volume fraction for the 0-0 continuous type composite covered bone, muscle and skin model (Figure 14) . A sharp drop in the bone stress was observed going from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers. Going from 0.5% fibers case to 10% fibers case, the drop in bone stress was less sharp than progressing from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers case. Further progressing from 10% to 50% fibers case, the drop in the bone stress was observed to be very gradual. It was concluded that for effective blast mitigation, a fiber volume fraction of around 0.1 (or 10%) would be optimum for an effective blast mitigation of around 78%, and 70% for the bone and muscles respectively. Peak stresses at the bone section were quantified at the peak blast pressure, with varying fiber volume fraction for the 0-0 continuous type composite covered bone, muscle and skin model (Figure 14) . A sharp drop in the bone stress was observed going from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers. Going from 0.5% fibers case to 10% fibers case, the drop in bone stress was less sharp than progressing from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers case. Further progressing from 10% to 50% fibers case, the drop in the bone stress was observed to be very gradual. It was concluded that for effective blast mitigation, a fiber volume fraction of around 0.1 (or 10%) would be optimum for an effective blast mitigation of around 78%, and 70% for the bone and muscles respectively.
A sharp drop in the bone stress was observed going from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers. Going from 0.5% fibers case to 10% fibers case, the drop in bone stress was less sharp than progressing from 0% fibers case to 0.5% fibers case. Further progressing from 10% to 50% fibers case, the drop in the bone stress was observed to be very gradual. It was concluded that for effective blast mitigation, a fiber volume fraction of around 0.1 (or 10%) would be optimum for an effective blast mitigation of around 78%, and 70% for the bone and muscles respectively. 
Conclusions
In this work, a novel elastomer-based simulant matrix material was developed, which is flexible and can be casted in any shape or size. This material was embedded numerically with Kevlar 129 material (which is known for its good impact resistance in the field of ballistics) to simulate protective composite coverings. The resulting composite covering layers were modeled numerically to protect a bone, muscle and skin section model of the human body against blast loads. The effect of varying 
In this work, a novel elastomer-based simulant matrix material was developed, which is flexible and can be casted in any shape or size. This material was embedded numerically with Kevlar 129 material (which is known for its good impact resistance in the field of ballistics) to simulate protective composite coverings. The resulting composite covering layers were modeled numerically to protect a bone, muscle and skin section model of the human body against blast loads. The effect of varying fiber orientation, fiber length, and fiber volume fraction on the blast mitigation effectiveness of the composite covering layer were studied (in terms of reduction in induced blast stress at the bone and muscle layers). From the analyses, it was found that the 0-0 continuous fiber configuration with a fiber volume fraction close to 0.1 was most effective in reducing blast-induced stresses at the bone and muscle sections. The key contributing factor for the effectiveness of this composite variant to mitigate blast induced stresses was observed to be the optimal fiber volume fraction. To date, such a skin-like composite material (composed of Kevlar fibers embedded within a skin simulant) has not been developed for evaluation of blast resistance, which could be useful in designing and manufacturing of whole body composite armor reinforcements for mitigating blast injury and trauma in the future. A major limitation of this study is the lack of experimental validation due to lack of resources, which should be a subject of future studies to confirm the blast mitigation efficiency of the modeled composite covering. Also, increasing the composite layer thickness from 2 mm to approximately 10 mm may further improve the effectivity of blast resistance of the tested composite covering material. Additionally, it should be noted that the results from this analysis are limited to the boundary conditions selected for this study. Specifically, if the constraints at the edges of the studied unit cell were modified to be deformable in all directions, the induced stress distributions may significantly change, with slight effect on the peak stresses. Incorporating a more realistic set of boundary conditions will be the subject of future studies. 
